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Welcome to Honors English 9! The focus of this class is for students to develop skills in reading, 
analyzing, and interpreting literature. This rigorous course requires commitment and self-
discipline. In order to prepare for the course, students are required to complete summer reading. 
Below is a breakdown of what you will read over the summer, what you will do while reading, 
and what is expected of you post-reading. Students who fail to complete the summer assignments 
will begin the year with several zeroes in the gradebook, and will risk the opportunity to continue 
with the course. 

MATERIALS:  

• 1 inch 3-ring binder, divided into 5 tabs 

o Notes  

o Handouts 

o Composition  

o Grammar and Vocabulary  

o Graded Work 

• Pencils and pens, plus, a highlighter or marker in any color besides red  

• Loose leaf paper placed into binder under “Notes”  

• Any sized post-it sticky notes  
 

• An ABRIDGED copy of The Count of Monte Christo by Alexander Dumas (preferably 
the Dover or Bantam Classics editions) 

 
• Completed summer work 

 
 

A more detailed class syllabus will be available at the beginning of the school year. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



DIALECTICAL JOURNAL 

Read The Count of Monte Cristo by Alexander Dumas (please make sure to read an abridged 
edition). As you read, you will be highlighting passages which you think are important. Pay close 
attention to and highlight passages that relate to the following themes: 

a. Revenge and Forgiveness 
b. Fate and Free Will 
c. Justice 
d. Manipulation 
e. Desire 

Once you are done with the book, create a dialectical journal. Your journal will be divided into 
three columns: 

1) The first column will be for meaningful passages (include chapter and page 
number). 

2) The second column will be for a brief summary and paraphrase of the passage. 
3) The third column will be for analysis of the passage and its significance (Why 

is it important? How does it relate to one of the themes above? What does it 
communicate about the characters? Etc.). 

Select 12 meaningful passages/quotes that adequately draw from the beginning, middle, and end 
of the novel. There is no minimum or maximum length for quotations or analysis. Each person’s 
dialectical journal will look different depending on how it’s formatted. A sample has been done 
for you. 

Meaningful Passage Summary/Paraphrase Analysis 

 
“I wanted you to see what real 
courage is, instead of getting the 
idea that courage is a man with a 
gun in his hand.”                                   
(chapter 11, page 149) 
 

 
Atticus is explaining to Jem what 
his definition of courage is, and 
why he allows Jem to spend those 
long afternoons reading to Mrs. 
Dubose, despite the terrible things 
she says about them. 

 
This passage serves multiple 
purposes. First, it asserts Atticus 
as a role model for the children, 
though his methods of teaching 
them life lessons are unorthodox. 
He wants his children to see the 
emotional ways in which 
individuals are courageous. 
Second, this passage foreshadows 
Atticus’s role in the Tom Robinson 
case, where Atticus will live up to 
his own definition of courage as he 
takes on a challenge he knows he 
may lose. 

 

DUE DATE: Typed and printed dialectical journals must be brought with you to class on the first 
day of school. A digital copy will be submitted onto www.turnitin.com once school begins in 
order to ensure none of the assignments are plagiarized. Be ready for an essay and culminating 
exam on The Count of Monte Cristo to be done within the first few weeks of school. 



GRADING RUBRIC FOR DIALECTICAL JOURNAL 

 

 Level “A”  
(90-100 points) 

Level “B”  
(80-89 points) 

Level “C”  
(70-79 points) 

Level “D”  
(50-69 points) 

 
Selected 

Quotations & 
Passages 

Meaningful 
quotations and 
passages selected.  
Appropriate 
attention is paid to 
seemingly 
insignificant 
details. 

Good quotations 
and passages are 
selected, but some 
are less 
meaningful. 

Few good 
quotations and 
passages selected. 

Hardly any good 
quotations and 
passages selected. 

 
Interpretation 

Thoughtful, 
mature, and 
engaging. Avoids 
cliché and delves 
into themes. 

Intelligent 
analysis. Discusses 
themes generally. 

Sometimes vague, 
unsupported 
analysis. Some 
plot summary 
seen. 

Basic plot 
summaries and 
paraphrases. 

 
 

Literary 
Elements 

Journals 
occasionally 
discuss diction, 
imagery, syntax, 
style, etc… and 
how these 
elements 
contribute to 
meaning. 

Includes 
discussions of 
these elements, but 
fails to fully 
explain how they 
contribute to 
meaning. 

Simply lists 
literary elements 
but doesn’t 
discuss how they 
add to the 
meaning of the 
novel. 

Few literary 
elements 
mentioned, and 
almost no 
discussion of their 
meaning. 

 
Connections & 

Thoughtful 
Questions 

Insightful, 
personal 
connections. 
Thought-
provoking 
questions are 
asked and fully 
explored. 

Some personal 
connections are 
made. Questions 
arise from the text. 

Few connections 
are made; obvious 
questions are 
asked. 

Few connections, 
if any; no 
questions explored. 

 
Coverage of 

Text 

Dialectical journal 
thoroughly covers 
the entire novel. 

Journal covers 
only the most 
important parts of 
the text. 

Journal covers 
most parts, but 
some portions are 
disregarded. 

Huge portions of 
the novel are 
disregarded. 

 
Presentation 

Neat, organized, 
looks 
professional, and 
follows directions.  

Neat and readable. 
Follows directions. 

Some portions are 
hard to read. 
Some directions 
have not been 
followed. 

Unprofessional 
presentation that is 
hard to read. Fails 
to follow most 
directions. 

	


